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Abstract6

Urban air quality simulation is an important tool to understand the impacts of air pollution. However, the7

simulations are often computationally expensive, and require extensive data on pollutant sources. This data can8

be obtained through sparse measurements, or through traffic simulation. Modeling chains combine the simulations9

of multiple models to provide the most accurate representation possible, however the need to solve multiple models10

for each simulation increases computational costs even more. In this paper we construct a meta-modeling chain11

for urban atmospheric pollution, from dynamic traffic modeling to pollutant dispersion-reaction. Reduced basis12

methods (RBM) aim to compute a cheap and accurate approximation of a physical state using approximation13

spaces made of a suitable sample of solutions to the model. One of the keys of these techniques is the decomposition14

of the computational work into an expensive one-time offline stage and a low-cost parameter-dependent on-15

line stage. Traditional RBMs require modifying the assembly routines of the computational code, an intrusive16

procedure which may be impossible in cases of operational model codes. We propose a non-intrusive reduced17

order scheme, and study its application to a full chain of operational models. Reduced basis are constructed18

using principal component analysis (PCA), and the concentrations fields are approximated as projections onto19

this reduced space. We use statistical emulation to approximate projection coefficients in a non-intrusive manner.20

We apply a multi-level meta-modeling technique to a chain using the dynamic traffic assignment model LADTA,21

the emissions database COPERT IV, and the Gaussian dispersion-reaction air quality model SIRANE to a case22

study on the city of Clermont-Ferrand with over 45000 daily traffic observations, a 47000-link road network, a23

simulation domain covering 180km2, and assess the results using hourly NO2 concentration observations measured24

at stations in the agglomeration. We reduce computational times from nearly 3 hours per simulation to under 0.125

second, while maintaining accuracy comparable to the original models. The low cost of the meta-model chain and26

its non-intrusive character demonstrate the versatility of the method, and the utility for long-term or many-query27

air quality study.28
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1. Introduction31

Air quality simulations at urban scale are a key tool for the evaluation of population exposure to particulate32

matter and gaseous air pollutants. The simulations are however subject to costly computational requirements and33

complicated implementation. Studies in exposure estimation or uncertainty quantification, for example, require34

many solutions to the model. Advanced models can be rendered feasible in this context if we can reduce the35

computational cost without significant loss of accuracy.36

Let us consider a generic stationary model over a physical domain Ω ⊂ R and parameter domain D ⊂ RNp

M : Ω×D → RN

p 7→ c(p)

The model output for a given parameter vector p ∈ D, c(p) ∈ RN , will be a large-dimension vector repre-37

senting the solution over a grid coverin Ω. M can represent various types of atmospheric pollution models, from38

highly complex formulations based on partial differential equations and fluid dynamics [1, 2] to simpler, and more39

commonly operational, formulations such as Gaussian dispersion models. Even in the case of the (comparatively)40

simpler models, the computational time necessary for the solution of M in practical applications over large do-41

mains with many parameters (e.g. emissions sources) can be high. This would make numerous solutions to the42

model too costly in practice. Methods of Model Order Reduction (MOR) can reduce computational costs without43

introducing significantly increased model error, and for a range of varying parameters p ∈ D.44

45

Various MOR techniques have been studied in the context of air quality models (AQMs). In [3] the meta-46

modeling technique described in section 2 was tested on pollutant concentration fields over Clermont-Ferrand47

approximated by the ADMS-Urban model [4] using daily profiles for traffic emissions. In [5], statistical emulation48

was used to evaluate the sensitivity of some input parameters on a global aerosol model. A Gaussian process49

emulation was used for the study of model uncertainty in [6] for accidental release scenarios. Gaussian process50

emulation was also used in [7] for the Sobol’ sensitivity analysis of a dispersion model representing the Fukushima51

event.52

In this paper, we will consider a modeling chain for air quality modeling over the agglomeration of Clermont-53

Ferrand and surrounding area in France. Air quality models are known to commit significant errors [8, 9, 1, 10],54

however these errors are strongly dependent on the calibration and inputs to the model. Providing more precise55

input data, such as data on pollutant emissions from road traffic, can greatly improve the accuracy of the modeled56

concentration field. The advantage of a modeling chain is the use of the best (most precise) information available57

on various inputs by using traffic and emissions models. In [8], the authors provide a review of modeling chain58

techniques for traffic pollutant emissions, atmospheric dispersion, and effects on water quality.59

The modeling chain studied here consists of the dynamic traffic assignment model LADTA [11, 12], an emissions60

model Pollemission [13] based on COPERT-IV emissions database [14], and a Gaussian AQM, Sirane [15]. The61
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computation of a pollutant concentration field over the agglomeration for any given time requires the solution of62

each model in the chain, which proves costly for long time periods.This brings us back to MOR techniques. However63

in this case, we have a chain ofmultiple models to reduce, which leads us to questions on the implementation of64

MOR techniques : could a single reduction over the full chain be feasible, or will satisfactory results require a65

chain of meta-models ? How can we treat the large parameter dimension of the chain ?66

We resort to projection-based MOR techniques based on Reduced Basis (RB) [16] to construct cheap and67

accurate meta-models. A projection-based meta-model for the dynamic traffic model was built in [17]. Here we68

will complete the model chain with the conversion between traffic assignment and emissions model outputs and69

pollutant dispersion model inputs, then construct a meta-model for the AQM to build a low-cost meta-model70

chain for the entire system. The motivation for this choice will be explained in section 3.71

In section 2, we will describe the meta-modeling technique based on RB methods. In section 3, we will describe72

the case study over Clermont-Ferrand : input and measurement data, computational domain, and selected models.73

In section 4, we will summarize the results of the meta-model on the AQM chain, studying accuracy, precision,74

and computational savings.75

2. meta-modeling Methods76

Computation times for large problems are commonly on the order of hours, making many-query contexts,77

such as sensitivity analysis and optimization, hardly feasible. Model reduction methods are of great interest to78

applications of parametrized problems involving many-query or real-time study. We will rely on a projection-based79

method of model order reduction in which the output solution space to the model X = {c(p)|p ∈ D} ⊂ RN ,80

where the parameter dimension is Np, is represented by a reduced basis of small dimension. While the model81

output is of high dimension N , the reduced order solution will be of dimension N � N . We will begin here by82

detailing the MOR method as applied to the AQM part of the chain, and we will discuss the details of the full83

meta-model chain in section 3.84

2.1. Reduced Basis Method85

Let us consider a model, or model chain, M which takes input parameter vector p ∈ D ⊂ RNp and computes86

an output vector c(p) over a grid of N points. Our objective is to construct a reduced basis {ΨAQ
n }1≤n≤N of N87

basis functions approximating the concentration solution space X such that the projection of any simulated state,88

ΠNc(p), onto the reduced basis is sufficiently precise. The basis representing atmospheric concentration fields will89

be denoted by AQ (air quality). To construct a RB we first need to sample a large number of solutions in X . This90

so-called training set should represent the variability in the solution states. We will sample the solution space by91

Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS). Then we will construct the RB by Principal Component Analysis (PCA).92

93
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We use LHS to select Ntrain sample points (p1, . . . ,pNtrain) in the parameter domain D, and compute model94

simulations from each point to build the training ensemble YAQ = [c(p1), . . . , c(pNtrain
)] to train the model reduc-95

tion. As is common practice in PCA applications, we will first compute the ensemble mean c̄ = 1
Ntrain

∑Ntrain

i=1 c(pi)96

of the training ensemble. PCA is computed on the centered ensemble ȲAQ = [c(p1)− c̄, . . . , c(pNtrain
)− c̄]. The97

eigenvalues {λk}1≤k≤N and eigenvectors {ΨAQ
k }1≤k≤N of the covariance matrix C̄AQ =

(
ȲAQ

)T (ȲAQ
)

of the98

training ensemble are such that99

Ntrain∑
i=1

∥∥∥∥∥c(pi)− c̄−
N∑
n=1

ΨAQ
n ΨAQ

n

T (c(pi)− c̄)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

=
N∑

k=N+1
λk, (1)

for eigenvalues λ arranged in decreasing order. N principle component basis functions ψAQn are selected to100

represent IN = 98% of the variability in the concentration state. This means that the error of projecting any101

member of the training ensemble onto the basis, ErrN , will be bounded by the tolerance ErrN ≤ εN =
√

1− IN .102

For any new parameter, we can thus represent the solution as103

c(p) ' ΠNc(p) = c̄+
N∑
n=1

αAQn ΨAQ
n (2)

with projection coefficients αAQn = ΨAQ
n

T (c(p)− c̄).104

2.2. Statistical Emulation105

Once we have constructed the reduced basis by PCA, we need a reduced order modeling scheme to approxima-106

ted new solutions. Classical reduced basis methods which replace the approximation space with the reduced basis107

space are intrusive and require the modification of the computational code. We would like to use a non-intrusive108

method which can be applied to a black-box model or model chain, which is particularly pertinent in the context109

of operational models. We consider meta-modeling by the emulation of projection coefficients αAQn , 1 ≤ n ≤ N .110

First we select a linear trend, which will be a least squares regression Rn(p) =
Np∑
k=1

βn,kpk, calculated from the111

training simulations {c(pi)}1≤i≤Ntrain
. To this we add an interpolation term on the residuals αn(pi) − Rn(pi),112

IN (p) =
Ntrain∑
i=1

ωn,iφ
(
dθ(p,pi)

)
. We chose to compute this interpolation using radial basis functions (RBF). We113

chose cubic RBFs φ and a weighted Euclidean distance dθ(·, ·) to represent the varying ranges of each input114

parameter.115

dθ(p1,p2) =

√√√√ Np∑
i=1

θi(pi1 − pi2)2, (3)
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where θi = 1(
max
p∈D

pi −min
p∈D

pi
)2 . We then define the emulated projection coefficients as follows.116

α̂AQn (p) =
Np∑
k=1

βn,kpk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Least squares regression

+
Ntrain∑
i=1

ωn,iφ
(
dθ(p,pi)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Residual interpolation

. (4)

The weights {ωn,i}1≤n≤N ;1≤i≤Ntrain
are chose such that the interpolation is exact for the sample points117

{pi}1≤i≤Ntrain
,118

α̂AQn (pj) = αAQn (pj) =
Np∑
k=1

βn,kpj,k +
Ntrain∑
i=1

ωn,iφ
(
dθ(pj ,pi)

)
. (5)

The emulated solution is finally119

ĉN (p) = c̄+
N∑
n=1

α̂AQn ΨAQ
n . (6)

The regression represents the relation between the model parameters and the RB projection coefficients,120

and computed from the training set (pi, α(pi))1≤i≤Ntrain . This provides an initial trend to be corrected by the121

interpolation. In practice, the interpolation of the residual is the most important part of the emulation. In [3] this122

method of approximating projection coefficients is compared to approximation by Kriging. The two meta-models123

showed similar results, and we chose RBF emulation for its simpler (and thus more accessible in operational124

applications) implementation and lower computational cost.125

3. Case Study on Clermont-Ferrand126

In this work we will apply the meta-modeling method described in section 2 to a modeling chain over the127

city of Clermont-Ferrand in France. We will build a meta-model chain representing road traffic emissions and128

the dispersion and reaction of pollutants over the urban agglomeration and surrounding area using data over a129

two-year period form 2013-2015. The model chain is represented in figure 1.130

Figure 1: meta-modeling chain over Clermont-Ferrand.
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3.1. Traffic Emissions Modeling131

Traffic emissions modeling is done using the dynamic traffic assignment model LADTA. A meta-model was132

constructed [17] to represent the traffic flow and speed simulations over a road network of 19, 628 oriented links,133

where nearly 45, 000 traffic flow observations are available each day. Emissions of NOx and PM are computed134

using Pollemission code [18] based on the COPERT-IV emissions database [19, 20]. A detailed description of this135

section of the modeling chain and its input parameters can be found in [17]. The varying input parameters consist136

of 23 traffic parameters and 6 emissions parameters. These parameters are time-dependent or considered sources137

of uncertainty. They include temporal traffic demand, computed using traffic observations, the capacity and speed138

limits of traffic network links, multiplicative coefficients on origin-destination matrices representing spatial trends139

of traffic, traffic direction (morning versus evening), engine size, bype, and emission standards of the vehicle fleet,140

and ratio of heavy-duty vehicles to personal cars.141

The emissions model provides traffic emissions estimations for NOx and PM10. However the atmospheric142

pollution model incorporates chemical reaction parametrizations which treat NO2, NO, PM2.5, and PM10. In143

order to approximate emissions of NO2, NO, PM2.5, and PM10, we would like to estimate what proportion of NOx144

consists of NO, and what proportion of PM10 is PM2.5. In the deterministic case, we set the ratio NO2
NOx = 0.15145

[21, 22, 23], and the ratio PM2.5
PM10

= 0.75 [24, 25]. In order to construct a meta-model which can account for146

varied or uncertain speciation ratios, we will draw LHS parameters for the training ensemble in the intervals147

(pNO2 , pPM2.5) ∈ [0.1, 0.25]× [0.65, 0.8]. The output of the traffic-emissions coupling is the emissions on each link148

of the traffic network in g/15min.149

3.2. Air Quality Modeling150

Air quality modeling is done using the Gaussian dispersion and reaction model Sirane [15, 26] over a simulation151

domain of 180 km2. Sirane is used as a static model which approximates the solution at a given time of the152

transport-reaction equations satisfied by the pollutant concentrations. The traffic emissions over a relatively153

coarse road network are converted to g/s/link on a finer network representing over 47, 000 line sources. For154

the calculation of NO2 concentrations, we provide the so-called background concentrations of pollutant species155

involved directly or indirectly in the formation of NO2. The background concentrations represent the imported156

concentrations of pollutants, that is, concentrations transported from distant locations to the city, and possibly157

dispersed from previous emissions in the case of stationary solution. We will provide inputs on NO2, NO, O3,158

PM2.5, and PM10. Input data on meteorological conditions and surface emissions sources are also provided. The159

AQM output is the NO2 concentration over a grid at ground level, at 20m resolution. Hourly concentration160

observations are available over two years at 5 stations, or around 90, 000 NO2 observations for analysis of model161

simulation outputs.162
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3.3. Modeling Chain163

The modeling chain consists of these three steps - traffic modeling, emissions calculation, and dispersion-164

reaction modeling - and the conversions between outputs and inputs. In figure 2 we can see the traffic flow165

(veh/h/link) and associated emissions (g/km/s), and NO2 concentration ( µgm3 ) simulations at 8a.m. on a Tuesday166

in November 2014, provided by the traffic meta-model and full air quality model. The task remains to reduce the167

computational time required to obtain concentration fields by constructing a meta-model for the entire chain.168

Figure 2: Simulations over Clermont-Ferrand on 18/11/2014 at 8am. Traffic flow (left), NO2 emissions (center), NO2 concentration

(right).

3.3.1. Surrogate Modeling Chain Construction169

As noted above, the traffic emissions on a geographically finer road network provided as input to the air170

quality model represent over 47, 000 line sources. In the context of model order reduction, this represents as171

many parameters, which in the practice of projection-based reduction methods makes the identification of the172

projection coefficients αAQn dependent on 47, 000 parameters unfeasible (or impossible). We thus need to reduce173

the complexity of the problem bu reducing the dimension of the input parameters. To do so we will construct a174

reduced basis of the traffic emissions, again using PCA.175

Reduction of line emissions.176

We currently have the full chain parameter vector pTfull = (pTtraffic,pTe ,pTAQ), where the outputs of the emissions177

model consist in a coefficient for each of the links in the road network. These coefficients are then treated as178

the (very large) input parameter vector for the air quality model. To reduce the dimension of this vector, we179

will use the same method as in section 2.1. We first select a set of training parameters (pTtraffic,pTe ) by LHS180
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to represent the variations of these parameters in the admissible parameter space D. We compute the emissions181

solutions E(ptraffic,pe) to construct a reduced basis {ΨE
n }1≤n≤Nlin

by PCA, representing the variations of the182

emissions fields centered around Ē = 1
Ntrain

∑Ntrain

i=1 E(pitraffic,pie). We can compute the orthogonal projection183

of any emissions field onto the traffic emissions RB as follows.184

E(ptraffic,pe) ' ΠNlin
E(ptraffic,pe) = Ē +

Nlin∑
n=1

(
(E(p)− Ē)TΨE

n

)
ΨE
n = Ē +

Nlin∑
n=1

αlinn ΨE
n . (7)

For our case study, we choseNlin = 11 to represent 95% of the variability of the emissions solutions. This corres-185

ponds to a relative projection error tolerance over the training samples of ε2lin = 0.05. In the model chain, the over186

47, 000 line source parameters will henceforth be replaced by the Nlin = 11 projection coefficients {αlinn }n≤Nlin
,187

and the traffic emissions field for a given parameter approximated by its projection ΠNlin
E(ptraffic,pe) onto188

the traffic emissions RB. We perform the same reduction over the hourly surface emissions with Nsurf = 1 and189

projection coefficient αsurf . In figure 3, we can see the largest singular values of the PCA step, and the relative190

mean projection errors of the training traffic emissions simulations onto the RB {ΨE
n }1≤n≤Nlin

, as defined by191

ErrN = 1
Nt

Ntrain∑
i=1

‖ΠNE(pi)− E(pi)‖2
‖E(pi)‖2

. (8)

Figure 3: Left : Singular values of the emissions mass matrix. Right : L2 relative mean projection errors of the LHS training ensemble

of road traffic emissions fields onto the RB.

In figure 4 we can see the first 4 principal components of the traffic emissions RB.192

Construction of the air quality meta-model.193

We now can write the reduced concentration model parameters pTc = (αTlin, αTsurf ,pTAQ). We will construct a meta-194

model of the air quality model to complete the meta-modeling chain, with reduced full parameters as described in195

table 1. The choice to build a separate air quality meta-model to complete the chain of meta-models (as opposed196

to a meta-model of the chain) was for multiple reasons. First, to allow multi-level assessment using traffic flow197

and air quality measurement data (a possibility particularly pertinent in a study of uncertainty quantification).198
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Figure 4: Principal components of the emissions mass matrix, first four.

Secondly, to maintain the level of precision of the reduced-order simulations by using Ntraffic + NAQ = 11 = 5199

basis functions for traffic and concentration respectively.200

When constructing the training ensemble for the air quality meta-model, we chose to draw LHS parameters201

for the full modeling chain pfull. This choice lead to reduced variations in the emissions projection coefficients202

{αlinn }1≤n≤Nlin
versus LHS selection over uniform distributions of the emissions projection coefficients αlin ∈203

[αlinmin, αlinmax]Nlin . The projection coefficients are in practice not independent ; a strong first coefficient is often204

associated to a weaker second or third coefficient, as these principal components tend to represent different205

spatial distributions of the emissions. This means that the entire space [αlinmin, αlinmax]Nlin represents significantly206

more variation in the state E(ptraffic,pe) than the traffic-emissions model produces. By performing LHS over207

the full chain parameters pfull = (ptraffic,pe,pAQ) ∈ R41, the emissions projection coefficients are computed208

during the conversion of traffic meta-model outputs to concentration meta-model inputs.209

In figure 5 we compare the parameters αlinn selected by these two methods by plotting the parameter spaces210

(αlin1 , αlin2 ) and (αlin1 , αlin4 ). We can see that the parameter spaces in red, which correspond to performing LHS on211
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Dynamic Traffic Model Emissions Database Air Quality Model

LADTA COPERT IV Sirane

ptraffic ∈ R23 pemiss ∈ R6 pAQ ∈ R22

Temporal traffic demand ; link capacity

and speed limit ; distance traveled data ;

direction coefficient

Vehicle fleet data Meteorological data ; traffic, surface and

railway emissions ; background pollution

Table 1: Summary of input parameters to the full meta-model chain.

Figure 5: Projection coefficients on the traffic emissions basis from LHS performed directly on [αlin
min, α

lin
max]Nlin (blue) compared to

the projection coefficients of traffic emissions model outputs E(ptraffic,pe) (red) over a training ensemble of parameters (pi
traffic,p

i
e)

selected by LHS. Left : the parameter space of (αlin
1 , αlin

2 ). Right : the parameter space of (αlin
1 , αlin

4 ).

pfull and computing the projection coefficients αlinn of the traffic emissions model output E(ptraffic,pe) represents212

significantly less variation than LHS selection directly on the parameters αlinn . This tactic avoids building a meta-213

model unnecessarily representing additional variation of the state by only considering realistic traffic emissions.214

In table 2, we set the ranges of each input parameter which defines the parameter space D.215

From a training set of Ntrain = 9347, we compute the NO2 concentration fields c(pfull) to construct a reduced216

basis {ΨAQ
n }1≤n≤N by PCA, representing the variations of the concentration fields centered around the sample217

concentration mean c̄. We set the RB dimension N = 5 to represent 98% of this variability. In figure 6, we can218

see singular values of the matrix of centered solutions ȲAQ defined in section 2, and the projection errors of the219

training ensemble of the atmospheric pollution model, as defined by equation (8).220

In figure 7 we see the first 4 principal components of the concentration RB. We can see that the first basis221

function represents urban background concentration in the denser urban areas. The second seems to represent222

additional pollution from traffic. The third appears to represent strong wind from the East, while the fourth223

displays wind from the North.224

For any new parameter value, the concentration field can be approximated by the orthogonal projection onto225
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Input Dimension Range

Traffic meta-model parameters

Temporal traffic profile 13 [0.0, 2.0]

Traffic capacity 2 [0.5, 1.5]

Speed limit coefficient 2 [0.5, 1.5]

Traffic trip distance

coefficient

5 [0, 1.8]

Traffic direction 1 [0, 1]

Traffic emissions parameters

Fleet engine type 1 [10, 100]% gasoline

Fleet engine capacity 2 [1., 100]% gasoline/diesel

small-midsize

Emission standard 2 [0.1, 1]% gasoline/diesel

after Euro3

Heavy duty vehicles 1 [0.0, 0.3]% heave duty

vehicles

Conversion NO2
NOx , PM2.5

PM10
2 [0.1, 0.25]× [0.65, 0.8]

Air quality model parameters

Wind velocity 1 [0, 17]ms
Wind direction 1 [0, 360]◦

Temperature 1 [−10, 40]◦C

Precipitation coefficient 1 [0, 26]

Cloud coefficient 1 [0, 8]

Background concentration

NO2, O3 PM10

3 [0, 200]× [0, 180]×

[0, 120] µgm3

Table 2: Model chain input parameter ranges.

the RB, for projection coefficients {αAQn }1≤n≤N ,226

c(pfull) ' ΠNc(pfull) = c̄+
N∑
n=1

αAQn ΨAQ
n . (9)

Finally we use the statistical emulation method described in section 2.2 to construct an emulator of the227

concentration projection coefficients αAQn . The full chain can be computed with a single code which applies228

the traffic-emissions meta-model, the calculation of emissions RB projection coefficients, and the atmospheric229

pollutant meta-model. This meta-model chain provides outputs on traffic flow, speed, and traffic emissions over230
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Figure 6: Left : Singular values of the NO2 concentration field mass matrix. Right : L2 relative mean projection errors of the LHS

training ensemble of NO2 concentration fields onto the RB.

Figure 7: Principal components of the NO2 concentration field mass matrix.

the road network, and NO2 concentrations over a 20m-resolution grid.231
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4. Results232

In this section, we will summarize the results of the method described in section 2 to the case study in section233

3 using data over the month of November 2014. Traffic flow measurement data serves as inputs to the model234

chain for deterministic simulation, and data on pollutant concentration serves to study model and meta-model235

performance. We will compare the meta-model output to simulations from the full model Sirane, as well as to236

concentration observation data, and we will assess computational savings.237

4.1. Meta-model performance238

We introduce the following statistical scores commonly used for evaluation of models [3] : the normalized mean239

square error (NMSE), the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE), and the correlation. We define here the240

output functionals `m : Ω→ R associated to each of the concentration sensors m, such that the observation data241

yobsm (p) = `m(ctrue(t)). We denote by ctrue(t) the unknown true concentration field at time t.242

cm = `m(c(p)) is the value of the output functional associated to sensor m applied to the simulated state243

estimate, for the full model output c(p) or the meta-model output ĉ(p). M is the total number of data available.244

c̄ and ȳobs are respectively the mean of (cm)1≤m≤M and (yobsm )1≤m≤M .245

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
M

M∑
m=1

(cm − yobsm )2. (10)

√
NMSE =

√√√√ 1
M

M∑
m=1

(cm − yobsm )2

c̄ȳobs
. (11)

Correlation =

M∑
m=1

(cm − c̄)(yobsm − ȳobs)√√√√ M∑
m=1

(cm − c̄)2

√√√√ M∑
m=1

(yobsm − ȳobs)2

. (12)

Bias = 1
M

M∑
m=1

(yobsm − cm) (13)

Finally we define the NRMSE as RMSE
ȳobs , and the MNRMSE as the mean over all sensors (or grid points) of246

the NRMSE calculated over the concentration ci at each sensor (or grid point) over the month.247

MNRMSE = 1
Ngrid

Ngrid∑
i=1

NRMSE(ci) (14)
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4.1.1. Comparison with the full model chain248

We first analyze the precision of the meta-modeled concentration fields as compared to the full model Sirane.249

This will help us understand the ability of the meta-model to reproduce the concentration state and quantify the250

loss of precision caused the the dimensional reduction.251

In figure 8, we see statistical scores spatially mapped over the meta-model domain. The NRMSE shows that the252

emulated solutions perform well in approximating the urban background concentration levels, but don’t capture253

the highest concentrations along the large highways as well. The correlation map also shows low correlation254

between the meta-model and full model only along the roadways, where the dimensional reduction has failed to255

capture the extent of the increased concentrations due to traffic emissions. Finally the bias map shows that the256

meta-model generally predicts higher concentrations in the denser urban areas when compared to the full model,257

again matching the trend of the dimensional reduction reducing the sensitivity of the meta-model to sharp spatial258

variations in concentrations. However, the areas with poor scores remain limited, and we must also consider the259

significant error that will inevitably be committed by the full model in the next section.260

Figure 8: Left : NRMSE (10) of the emulated NO2 concentration field compared to the projected solution, for parameters over the

month of November 2014. Center : correlation (12) over the same set. Right : Normalized bias (13) over the same set.

In figure 9 We see the relative errors of the full model concentration projected onto the reduced basis261

{ψAQn }1≤≤N , averaged over the set of deterministic simulations for the month of November 2014. We also see262

the emulated concentration relative error, averaged over the same set of simulations. While the emulation of the263

projection coefficients is globally responsible for the most error, we can see that the regions with the highest264

projection error correspond to high errors in the meta-model as well. This is expected, as the emulated solution265

can only perform as well as the projected solution. We see that larger errors are located on roads, mostly the266

large highway and outside the dense urban area. Meta-model error remains below 20% over a large portion of the267

domain, which shows that much of the spatial variation of the concentration is captured by the reduced order268

solution.269

In table 3 we can see statistical scores comparing the meta-modeled concentration to the full concentration270

model over all hours of November 2014. We compare both the entire grid (here cm is the concentration at a grid271
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Figure 9: Left : Relative mean error of the projected NO2 concentration field compared to the full model solution, for parameters

over the month of November 2014. Right : Relative mean error of the emulated NO2 concentration field compared to the full model

solution over the same parameter set.

point and M = Ngrid is the total number of grid points) and at the NO2 sensor locations. While the dimensional272

reduction means the meta-model does not fully capture spatial variations of the simulated concentration state,273

we can see that the relative RMSE errors are satisfactorily low, and the correlation between the two is very high.274

State Estimation

c(p) vs. ĉ(p) Statistical scores over 1-month simulations

Over the full grid MNRMSE (14)
√

NMSE (11) Correlation (12)

Meta-model vs. full model chain 0.274 0.25 0.93

At receptor locations NRMSE (10)
√

NMSE (11) Correlation (12)

Meta-model vs. full model chain 0.22 0.18 0.96

Table 3: Statistical scores of the meta-model approximation results compared to the scores of the model chain using the full air

quality model.

275

In figure 10 we see a visual representation of hourly scores of the meta-model solution compared to the full276

solution at each grid point for simulations corresponding to the month of November 2014. The NMSE (11) remains277

globally below 0.4, and the RMSE (10) often below 10 µgm3 . Correlations scores are grouped above 0.75, and the278

bias distribution is nearly centered around −2 µgm3 , showing a slightly higher concentration approximation by the279

meta-model, when averaged over the grid.280
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Figure 10: Scores of the meta-modeled NO2 concentration field compared to the full model solution, for parameters over the month

of November 2014. Top left : NMSE (11). Top right : RMSE (10). Bottom left : correlation (12). Bottom right : bias (13).

4.1.2. Comparison with observational data281

We next analyze the accuracy of the full model and meta-model compared to observational data on NO2282

concentrations. In figure 11, we see the temporal profile of average NO2 concentrations at M = 4 sensor locations :283

1
M

M∑
m=1

cm. We compare observed, emulated, projected and Sirane modeled concentrations of all weekdays in284

November 2014. We see that the bias in the modeled concentrations underestimating peak concentrations, notably285

during heavy traffic periods in the mornings and evenings. We also notice a seemingly delayed reaction of the286

model chain to the pollution increase during the evening peak hour. In [17] this delay was less evident, suggesting287

that factors such as the dispersion and reaction parametrizations in the AQ model or the averaging of time scales288

from 15 minutes to one hour may have an effect. The exploration of this question will require more study of289

uncertainties in the model chain. We notice the the temporal trend representing morning and evening peak hours290

in traffic is reproduced by the model chain. We also note that the emulated concentrations are closer to the291

observations than the full model. This is likely due to the ”smoothing” effect of the dimensional reduction causing292

less sharp concentration variations, as small parts of the modeled concentration fields are not reproduced by the293

reduced basis.294

In table 4 we compute statistical scores over the month of November 2014, comparing the full model simulations295
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Figure 11: Mean NO2 concentrations at 5 sensor locations over weekdays in November 2014. Curves show observations, full model

simulations, projected simulations onto the reduced basis, and emulated solutions.

and the meta-modeled simulations to the observation data at M = 4 sensor locations. We again see that the296

emulated solutions are slightly more accurate than the full model. The stations at which both the model and297

meta-model perform best are those found in dense urban areas, excepting the station Gare, where heavy traffic298

induces high NO2 concentrations, which the model fails to reproduce. We see the highest bias at this location.299

Finally, the station Chamalières is located outside the city center, where the model exhibits a higher level of bias.300

The performance of the meta-model with respect to observation data is highly satisfactory.301

Statistical scores over

one-month simulations

Sirane solution c(p) Meta-model solution ĉ(p)

NRMSE
√

NMSE Bias Correlation NRMSE
√

NMSE Bias Correlation

All 4 stations 0.479 0.499 12.88 0.746 0.461 0.467 10.28 0.728

Lecoq 0.368 0.351 6.81 0.847 0.364 0.347 6.5 0.846

Montferrand 0.366 0.33 2.04 0.833 0.377 0.325 −1.6 0.836

Gare 0.655 0.587 33.13 0.776 0.469 0.52 20.43 0.783

Chamalières 0.474 0.573 16.05 0.719 0.498 0.55 15.8 0.648

Table 4: Statistical scores of the meta-model approximation results compared to observation data. NRMSE (10),
√

NMSE (11),

Correlation (12).

302

In figure 12 we see a visual representation of daily scores of the meta-model solution and the full solution com-303

pared to NO2 observations over the month of November 2014. The meta-model shows similar score distributions304
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to the full model, excepting the occasional outlier. The RMSE (10) is below 25 µgm3 on the majority of days for305

both the full and reduced simulations, with the bias distribution nearly centered around 10− 15 µgm3 , showing an306

underestimation of concentrations by the simulations.307

Figure 12: Scores of the Sirane NO2 concentration field compared to the observation data over the month of November 2014. Top

left : NMSE (11). Top right : RMSE (10). Bottom left : correlation (12). Bottom right : bias (13).

While we have seen that the model reduction by statistical emulation causes loss of precision, and the meta-308

model simulations contain error with respect to the full model, comparing to observation data suggests that this309

error is not significant with respect to the model error inherent to operational models for urban air quality, and310

does not reduce the accuracy of the predicted concentrations at sensor locations.311

4.2. Computational savings312

We have seen that the meta-model chain produces satisfactory results when compared to observational data,313

and determined that the loss of precision due to the dimensional reduction is not higher than the error committed314

by the full model. Now we will show the computational savings afforded by the meta-model chain. In table 5 we can315

see the computational times required for a single simulation of the chain by the meta-models or the full models.316

The meta-models depend on three reduced basis, representing traffic for the traffic assignment meta-model, road317

emissions for the reduction of pollution model input dimension, and concentration fields for the pollution meta-318

model. The initialization of the meta-model chain requires loading these basis and building the RBF emulators.319
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Once the chain is initialized, it can be run for any number of simulations at very low cost, under 0.1 seconds for320

a simulation representing a one-hour period. In comparison, the full model chain requires nearly three hours for321

a single simulation.322

Computational times

Meta-model simulation Traffic Emissions Compute α̂lin(pm) Compute α̂AQ(pm) Total CPU

Initialize meta-model chain – – – 24 min

Emulating αAQ(pm) 0.05 sec 0.006 sec 0.02 sec 0.076 sec

Full model simulation Traffic Emissions – Compute c(pm) Total CPU

Simulation of c(pm) 117 min – 23 min 140 min

Table 5: Computation times using the meta-model or full model chain.

323

The offline construction of the meta-models required 6000 traffic model simulations [17] and 10000 pollution324

model simulations, which represents a significant computational investment. However, these meta-models are325

trained over training points {pi}1≤i≤Ntrain
∈ D representing two years of data, and once constructed are useful326

for study over multiple years. In the absence of high performance computing machines or clusters, the simulations327

can be run using a pseudo-parallel technique running one simulation per core on desktop calculation machines.328

The Sirane simulations described in section 3 took around one day using this method on multiple machines of329

64GB RAM or less. Once the meta-model chain is constructed, the online phase for the simulation given any330

parameter p ∈ D is very cheap, which makes real-time or many-query contexts possible, for example for use in331

uncertainty quantification study.332

5. Conclusions333

In this work we constructed a meta-model chain by statistical emulation of reduced basis projection coefficients334

for an urban air quality modeling chain over the agglomeration of Clermont-Ferrand. We used the road traffic335

meta-model constructed in [17], built a reduced basis representing road traffic emissions, and constructed a second336

meta-model of NO2 concentration fields over the agglomeration, substituting thus a low-cost chain of meta-models337

for a computationally costly modeling chain over a large urban area. This required the dimensional reduction of338

the inputs to the atmospheric pollution model, and the appropriate sampling of the parameter spaces to construct339

a satisfactory reduced basis and reduced order modeling scheme. We reduced computation time from over two340

computational hours per simulation representing an hourly concentration field to under 0.1 second. Results show341

good precision of the meta-model simulations with respect to the full model chain, and similar accuracy when342

compared to measurement data. The meta-model can be used in various applications requiring numerous solutions343
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to the model chain, rendering studies requiring many solutions to the model chain computationally feasible. In344

future work, we will use this low-cost modeling chain in the study of uncertainty quantification and the propagation345

of uncertainties throughout the meta-model chain.346
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